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What Property Managers Say:

“I couldn’t believe how easy it was to improve my
operation’s waste management. I only wish I had
learned about it years ago.”

Midwest Asset Manager

“To think of all the money that went down the drain
while I was under a waste hauling contract! It makes
me sick. Thankfully, management didn’t ask any
questions.”

California Electronics Manufacturing
Property Manager

“Management actually said, ‘Good job,’ after I stopped
the waste hauler’s regular price increases. Getting rid
of that contract was the best thing I did.”

New England Property Manager 
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Property Managers Share 
Their Secrets

Property managers share their secrets about a simple,
headache-free way to manage waste efficiently. 
This valuable resource will reveal:

• Contracting dos and don'ts with waste haulers.

• Eight time bombs in many waste hauling contracts.
Valuable information explaining why you should analyze
your contract today, even though it may not expire for six
months or more.

• How to position, negotiate and procure waste
management services.

• Nine very expensive reasons to own waste handling
equipment.

• Seven points of a good rental agreement.

• Answers to the most-frequently-asked questions by
property managers.

• Fourteen criteria to determine your true waste
management needs.

• Five critical areas of waste management that every
property manager must address.

• Eight elements of a tailor-made rental agreement.

• The ABC’s of a free contract consultation.

Get Straight Answers to the Questions
Property Managers Ask Most

1 Q. What do I need to know to position, negotiate and 
procure key waste management services?

2 Q. Are my local property managers qualified to contract
for these services?

3 Q. Is single-source waste management right for my company?

4 Q. What is flow control and why is it important for 
effective waste management?

5 Q. What liability do I have if hydraulic oil leaks into the
storm drains?

6 Q. Why is it important for my hauler to be insured 
and how can I evaluate his coverage to minimize 
my liabilities?

7 Q. Do I need a lower cost waste management system?

8 Q. What happens when my lease/purchased compactors
have a critical failure mid-term?

9 Q. Can I use the hauler of my choice? 

10 Q. What does it mean to me if my hauler is franchised by
the city or county?

11 Q. Can my hauler increase rates?

12 Q. Should I know where my waste is being processed?

13 Q. What is Subtitle D and how does it affect 40 percent of
waste handling costs?

14 Q. Is liquid allowed in a solid waste container?

15 Q. What is the difference between leakage and seepage and
why is the difference important?

16 Q. Why are material handling considerations so important?

17 Q. What is acceptable pad rental revenue?

18 Q. What percentage of total waste management cost
should be pad rental?
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Contract Administration

What these property managers now know is that contracting
with public waste hauling companies may not be in the best
interest of its clients. They have learned that there is a huge
void between the promised efficiencies and actual services
delivered by these firms.

• There’s a lack of coordination between districts to
conceptualize, interpret, and implement the cookie-cutter
approach the national sales managers want to sell.

• Agree not to sue for the entire contract if property
managers change haulers at one of their locations.

• Allow property managers to switch to another hauler
without affecting the contract, if one of the not-so-equal
divisions is performing poorly.

• Show the proximity of disposal facilities to the property
managers’ locations.

• Provide rates lower than prevailing rates in the region
and specify for how long those rates would hold without
a contract.

• Not hold property managers liable for the relocation or
closing of service locations.

• Be willing to divert waste to a non-service firm facility to
take advantage of a lower disposal price found by a local
property manager.

• Seek out the most economical trip charge and disposal
charge, even if the location is not one of the hauler’s or
service provider’s sites.

The question is, ‘Why bother?’ If the hauler is like a fox that
has to be watched so closely, it’s only a matter of time before
he eats the chicken. Property managers have learned not to ask
the hauler to mind their waste management “store.” Neither
should you. Here’s a better way. 

21 Benefits For You

When it comes to waste management, property managers
across the country have discovered how to control costs, run
an efficient operation and get recognized for it. They enjoy a
list of 21 benefits that are almost too good to be true, but they
are true, guaranteed:

• No capital investment

• Low monthly payment

• Improved cash flow

• 100% tax deductible

• Lifetime warranty on parts and labor

• Choice of service plans

• New, heavy-duty, modern compactors

• Fixed rental prices, no mid-contract increases

• Your choice of haulers

• No hidden costs of ownership

• No freight costs

• Turn-key professional installation

• Full maintenance and repairs

• 48-hour systems replacement

• Nationwide relocation assistance

• Flexible contract terms

• Control your waste flow
• Save valuable floor space
• Eliminate wet waste headaches
• Professionally trained support servicemen
• Unlock the equity in your present systems

with a sale/rent back option
• Compactor site rental (pad rental)
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The Eight Points of Analysis:
1. How long is the contract effective? Who does the contract

really protect? The long term contract protects the hauler
not you. Long-term contracts that stretch three or five
years into the future can lock you into an uncontrollable
scenario of spiraling cost increases. Oftentimes, these long
contracts give haulers the right to unilaterally adjust prices
and service schedules, without affecting the other terms of
the contract.

2. Automatic renewal clauses that can take you for a long-
term ride. Does your contract include back-to-back, three-
year automatic renewals? Haulers can use this clause to
renew your contract— without even meeting with you.
You can protect yourself by sending a notice of non-
renewal that lets the hauler know you want to maintain
services month-to-month (while you compare other waste
hauling strategies).

3. Hidden recycling commitments that require you to
spend valuable capital, labor, space and administrative
resources to package waste material. While recycling is
commendable, it isn’t free. The costs that recycling
requires may be negotiated with your waste hauler.
The key is knowing in advance what will be your
company’s responsibilities.

4. Go with your own flow, not the hauler’s. Determine
whether the hauler can change frequency of pick up and
who benefits from the value your waste stream may offer.
Keep control of the stream and use it as a negotiating point
with the existing hauler or another waste disposal service
that might give you better value.

5. Requirements that call for you to invest in the hauler’s
waste equipment. Focus your valuable resources on your
business, not the waste hauler’s. If your contract includes
equipment, you are assuming responsibility for cash and
trash flow, without getting any reciprocal benefit. This
“sweetheart” deal for the hauler is not in your best interest.
When your contract comes up for renewal consider if it is
wise to tie up capital with no return on investment?
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Contract Renewal Analysis

Smart property managers know the importance of analyzing
waste hauling contracts. They’ve learned that these contracts
stack the deck against them by closing off their waste
management options, preventing them from controlling
disposal costs and tying up their company’s money in
expensive waste equipment.

Waste hauling contracts can be time bombs waiting to blow 
up in the faces of unsuspecting property managers. And when
they explode, the managers can’t do anything about it for the
life of the contracts. They’re left with trying to explain to their
managements why waste disposal costs are eating away at the
bottom lines when other parts of their companies continue to
find ways to trim fat. It doesn’t exactly promote careers.

What is the secret of successful property managers to evaluate
waste hauling contracts? The secrets are Eight Points of
Analyzing Contracts. These property managers would tell you,
“Evaluate your contract based on these points and you’ll save
money, streamline your waste management responsibilities,
and be recognized for helping contribute to your company’s
bottom line.”
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Nine Very Expensive Reasons to 
Own Waste Handling Equipment

A lease is really a finance agreement that, when coupled with a
purchase option, provides you with an opportunity to own a
garbage dumpster! A capital lease carries with it costs of
“ownership” that most property managers want to avoid:

• Up to two payments are due at the beginning of the lease,
with a lump sum payment of 10 - 20 percent of the lease
due as the last payment

• Maintenance expense

• Interest expense

• Repair expenses

• Parts and labor (no warranty, implied or
expressed, is available with leasing)

• Disconnection costs

• Return freight

• Replacement costs

• Remarketing expenses

Leases also increase your company’s overall debt service,
which reduces the amount of money it can borrow. They
reduce your company’s liquidity, restricting your ability to 
sell assets, thus hindering the way you manage your business.
Finally, leases’ depreciation allowance is $15,000 divided by
seven years, which equals only $2,142 per year and allows
writing off of the interest only. Basically, finance leases are not
true rentals. The trash compactor is the last place where you
should try to build equity. By using a separate, full-service
rental company, you remain unencumbered by the hauler or the
city-controlled trash service.

6. Preliminary letter of intent. Promises of, “If you sign now,
you’ll lock in the special rates quoted in the contract,” can
be tempting— and also legally bind you to the long-term
contract. Unfortunately, once you’ve signed, the rates
become special indeed because the hauler could hike them
the next day and you again would be legally bound to pay
them. Use extreme care with letters of intent and signing
waste hauling contracts in general. Look for other options
to evaluate.

7. Low prices or “free” services that trash your waste hauling
budget. Letting out a waste hauling contract for bid invites
trouble. Property managers play into the hands of haulers
who are notorious for pricing a job just to get in. ‘Hauler
wisdom’ is, “You can’t raise the rate of a job you don’t have.”
As a result of competitive pricing, property managers must
face poor quality hauling with no value-added services that
would have made their contracts successful. Haulers often
get the last laugh—by boosting prices allowed in the lowest
initial cost contract.

8. “Opportunities to compete” that throttle your ability to
switch services. Beware the clause that allows the existing
waste hauler to meet or exceed reasonable offers submitted
by other services at the end of the contract. Even though
you may want to change services, you may be legally bound
to continue using the existing waste hauler.

These eight points give you insight into how waste hauling 
contracts can box you in. If you’re operating with such an
agreement now, use this information to protect yourself by
evaluating the contract. Not signing another waste hauling 
contract may be the second smartest waste management 
decision you ever make…

The smartest one will be to evaluate the waste management
strategy used by successful property managers across the 
country. That’s rental service agreements. Comparing leases
with rental agreements will give you the critical information
you need to make informed, intelligent decisions on 
waste management.
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• You’re opening a new location, and expect to have the
previous volume.

• You’re relocating or consolidating your operation.

• You want an off-balance-sheet, 100 percent tax
deduction.

• Your operation produces two or more pick ups per month of
corrugated recyclable material.

• Your dumpsters or compactors are leaking garbage “juices,”
or your compactors are leaking hydraulic fluid, both
considered hazardous materials.

• You want to use a feed hopper to avoid using open-top
dumpsters, which drive up costs.

• You want the flexibility of color choice and free
compactor relocation and upgrading as your operations
needs it.

• You want a material-handling cart dumping system to
minimize Worker’s Compensation claims for lifting heavy
loads and for transporting waste to a central location.

• You want your choice of hauler.

• You want to avoid investing precious capital in material
handling equipment.

• You want a fixed rental price that includes full maintenance
and breakdown service, with a never-ending warranty.

Your Perfect Solution
Specify what you want in a waste management agreement, not
what a waste hauler agrees to give you. Control the five areas
of waste management that every property manager must
evaluate for their operations: Waste Material Handling; Hauling
Logistics; Disposal Options; Recycling/Process Options; and
Waste Stream Analysis.
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Seven Points of a Good Rental Agreement

By comparison, rental agreements are practically the exact
opposite of leases. 

• No capital investment is necessary.

• They are fully tax deductible—100 percent of the rental fee
can be written off.

• Full maintenance and repair service is included in most
agreements.

• The rental price is never increased during the agreement.

• Cost of equipment ownership is zero.

• Some providers include nationwide relocation.

• They improve cash flow. How?

Are You a Good Candidate for a
Compactor Rental Agreement?

Not every property manager can benefit from a compactor
rental service agreement. You’re a good candidate if you share
a number of the following criteria:

• Your operation produces 30 - 50 yards per week of solid
waste in loose dumpsters.

• Your operation produces 10 - 15 bales of waste a month.

• You want to save valuable floor space by moving the sorting
process off site, but aren’t quite sure what is the most cost-
effective way to do it.
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Hauling Logistics

Use the hauler of your choice or select from a list of approved
haulers. 

Specify responsibility for contract management and
administration. Include mandatory 30-day notices to you of
any changes in service, cost, or other aspect of the contract,
such as automatic renewal, and demand justification. 

Specify what your operation is responsible for in terms of
collecting and handling waste—especially recyclables—within
your facilities. Avoid onerous demands that would require
burdensome manpower commitments. These demands would
cost your operation money in labor and overhead, such as
valuable storage space.

Disposal Options

Make sure the hauler has access to EPA-approved disposal sites
because your company remains responsible for waste long after
it leaves the hauler’s truck. 

Explore material-based diversion and disposal options to give you
the greatest flexibility with regard to waste management.

Demand that the contract spell out volume discounts. Specify
percentage discounts within a particular time frame—a month,
a quarter, etc. In general, make certain the agreement explains
what they are and how they work.
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Material Handling

Most haulers and local managers are not qualified to make
equipment decisions because they simply do not know enough
about the equipment to make informed, intelligent evaluations. 

With the right information, though, property managers can
choose from an array of equipment and services from which
they can build the material handling system that is right for
them now, yet can evolve with their changing waste
management needs:

• Choice of heavy-duty industrial compactors to handle a
range of waste volumes and materials.

• Fixed low monthly payment, with no increases for the life of
the agreement.

• Free freight.

• Free installation.

• Free breakdown service and maintenance with most plans
by professionally trained servicemen.

• Guaranteed, 48-hour systems replacement.

• Lifetime warranty on all parts and labor.

• Flexibility of choosing a service level that ranges from a
turnkey installation to complete contract management
services.

Do not assume that equipment resellers and haulers are always
able to support their claims. Most resellers have little or no
capital reserve, and most haulers only afford themselves enough
protection to gain your hauling account.

12
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Waste Stream Analysis

Several issues on waste stream analysis are crucial elements to
cover in the agreement. First, why analyze a waste stream?
Your hauler may tell you it has value and that’s great, but this
“gift horse” is one you have to look into the mouth very
carefully. 

To adequately protect your interests, it’s time to ask some
necessarily pointed questions. For example:

• How do you maintain your quoted price throughout the life
of the contract? 

• Do you need additional equipment to process it? 

• What does the second price of the yellow sheet 
really mean? 

• Who writes the yellow sheet and what if there are higher
prices from local mills — will they pay more?

• What if your valuable recyclables are contaminated? 

• Who decides what contamination is and how much of it
there may be? 

• Can anyone really accurately determine the difference
between 10 percent and 15 percent contamination? Many
dealers reject loads of material based on contamination
rates of 15 to 20 percent, or less. 

• As a shipper of scrap or mixed recyclables, what assurances
do you have that your material will be weighed, graded,
double-checked and marketed directly to the final user?

Answers to these questions will put the hauler on notice that
you mean business and intend to maintain control of the
agreement.
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Recycling/Process Options

Address responsibility for collecting, storing and processing
recyclables within the agreement to avoid misunderstanding
and extra cost. 

First, select either on-site or off-site recycling. This is a key
step to avoiding additional, hidden costs. For example, ask
yourself, ‘Would I rather dedicate my floor space to recyclables
or stock keeping units?’ This is generally excellent motivation
for you to get the hauler to provide off-site space. 

In some cases, the city or county may control disposal through
flow control laws. Most times, it is extremely expensive. In
some areas, haulers direct waste away from city and county
flow control sites and they do it in the name of recycling. Is
this legal?

Is your staff, or the hauler, responsible for collecting
recyclables from within your operation? If your staff does it,
the agreement should recognize this as part of the effort you’re
making to minimize waste management expense. If the hauler
handles that responsibility, expect to pay more for waste
management services. Again, the key is to specify
responsibility in the agreement to avoid unpleasant and
expensive surprises.
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The Power of I, K and P in Compactor Selection
Inside tips for perfectly matching a
compactor to your waste handling needs

Information is Knowledge and Knowledge is Power and you
have all three at your fingertips to make smart decisions about
waste management. I, K and P give you the control you need to
determine the type of compacting system that’s right for your
operation. Here are your Information Keys to Productive waste
management: 

1. Volume of waste in cubic yards (shown on your
hauling bills)

2. Number of tons per month

3. Number of hauls per month

4. Average weight per load

5. Number of loads diverted to the transfer station or MRFS,
instead of traditional disposal

6. “Footprint” or square footage available for waste equipment

7. Type of hauling equipment in the area

8. Six months of the most recent hauling bills

This information determines the size and capacity of the
compactor, size of clear top opening, compacting pressure, pick
up frequency and other factors. 
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Ideal Waste Management Solutions
for Malls and Tenants

Malls benefit from rental-based service and contract 
management solutions. 

Financial solutions:
• Choice between direct-to-mall billing and fair share direct

tenant billing.
• Eliminate capital investments in garbage dumpsters.
• Regain equity locked up in current systems with an old

machine sell-back option.
• Recycling rebates received directly by mall management.
• Compaction site/waste fee received directly by mall

management.
• Mall management may lower CAM charges to reflect the

absence of waste management costs.

Operational solutions:
• New, modern, heavy-duty equipment ensures efficient

waste handling.
• No technical waste management expertise needed.
• Quality service guarantee.
• No responsibility for hauler selection, negotiation and

management.
• Repairs and maintenance included at no additional charge.
• Flexible system replacement with an upgrade policy to meet

changing tenant needs.

Tenant relationship solutions:

• Low share monthly service charge.
• Accurate assessment and allocation of costs.
• No false indicators with card/key billing systems.
• User friendly equipment operation.
• Fixed base service fee.
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Compactor Vs Dumpster Face Off

Using a dumpster? They drain dollars from your rubbish
budget. A head-to-head cost comparison between a compactor
and a dumpster that property managers across the country
have put to the test shows there’s no contest. Compacting
reduces one of the Information Keys to Productive waste
management—all-important volume. 

Complete the following step-by-step Rapidfire Rubbish
Reduction Guide to learn how much money you may save on
waste management every month!

Step 1. Number of yards 
of loose rubbish per month _______ _______

Step 2. Divided by 
compaction factor of:          4 _______8 _______

Step 3. Equals number of 
compacted yards _______ _______

Step 4. Divided by compactor 
body size _______ _______

Step 5. Equals number of hauls 
per month _______ _______

Step 6. Multiply by combined 
hauling/dumping cost _______ _______

Step 7. Equals total hauling cost _______ _______

Step 8. Add compactor rental fee _______ _______

Step 9. Equals total rubbish cost 
with compaction _______ _______

Step 10. Deduct present monthly 
rubbish bill _______ _______

Step 11. Net savings _______ _______

This is yet another reason that smart property managers across
the country have found that a compactor rental plan makes
dollars and sense, especially in those areas where disposal
costs are high per ton or per cubic yard.
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Compactor Component Check List

Based on the Information Keys to Productive waste 
management, the compactor that’s right for you could include: 

• 2.0 - 40 cu. yd. capacity compactor

• Side or rear load hopper, or bridge or telescopic
feed chute

• Container-guide system

• Odor control

• PowerPac cover

• UL-certified panel

• TEFC motor

• 10,000 lb., drive-on deck

• 750 lb. walk-on deck

• Deck extensions

• Safety gates and hand and toe rails

• Thermo oil heater

• Remote start/stop station

• Photo-electric, infrared and code start

• Oil pressure and monitor gauges

• Full-container light

• Employee training on safe and effective
operating procedures

All you need to provide is standard electrical service and final
connection by a qualified electrician. 
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This frank and honest contract appraisal will provide important
information and insights on the five critical areas of waste
management. You will get the information you need to make 
an informed and intelligent decision about how you can better
manage your operation’s waste. You, also, will know how to
compare your waste hauling contract to a fair and flexible
rental agreement.

For more information, please visit us at
www.theokeefegroupinc.com, or call us at 800-TRASH-88.
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Call Today to get a FREE Waste
Hauling Contract Consultation 

Find out now whether you can benefit from a rental and
contract management services agreement; before you’re
locked into another three to five years of a one-sided waste
hauling contract. 

This free offer is provided to you by The O’Keefe Group, Inc.
(TOG) the nation’s premier waste contract management
services company. TOG has worked with thousands 
of property managers like you for two generations.

TOG has been successful for one reason: property managers
have improved their operation’s waste management using the
TOG compactor rental program. They realize it’s better than
long-term waste hauling contracts.

You, too, can join the ranks of these successful property
managers. The free, no-obligation contract analysis is your first
step. You have nothing to lose and so much to gain. This is an
opportunity you literally cannot afford to miss.

And it’s as easy as A, B, C. 

A. Provide a copy of your present hauling contract. An expert
evaluation using the Eight Points of Analysis will identify
where you’re vulnerable.

B. Get a free on-site survey. A thorough inspection of current
equipment will uncover potentially unsafe operator
conditions, as well as environmental hazards.

C. Get a free waste stream and material handling analysis.
Avoid using off-the-shelf contract clauses that 
undermine your ability to control a major 
budget expenditure.
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The O’Keefe Group, Inc.

17 Bank Street 
P.O. Box 1240 

Attleboro, MA 02703

800-TRASH-88
mokeefe@theokeefegroupinc.com




